
 

 

 

 

 

The Fairy floss machine is easy to operate. Please review the operating instructions prior to 

use. 

Fairy Floss Machine Operation Instructions  

Thank You for renting a Fairy floss machine from Mini express fun food hire. Please follow 

the directions below to make delicious cotton candy for your event. If you have any 

questions or problems please do not hesitate to contact us at 0412 535 950 . We hope you 
enjoy your fairy floss and have lots of fun!!  

By following these simple instructions you will get perfect results.  A few minutes reading 

this will save you time and money. Avoid using long leads, each machine needs its own 

power point.  Avoid generators.  Don't run an urn and machine on the same power point.  

If motor starts slowly, or not at all, switch machine off immediately or motor will burn out. 

We recommend 2 people on a machine, one to make floss and one to take money. 

 

Place machine on level surface, fit bowl around  collar.  Fill head with sugar and make sure 

both controls are off.  Connect lead to machine and power point. 

Turn on both switches and heat control to highest position nine.  Don't force control, it 

does not turn a full circle.  In a few minutes floss will appear.  Immediately turn heat 

control back about half way.   Head will produce floss but not as fast. 

 

The secret of good floss is the position of the heat control, so experiment until you are 

familiar with what it will do. 

Place stick inside ring of floss formed, twist stick in your fingers at the same time going in 

an anti-clockwise direction.  Do not roll floss against the side of bowl - this will only 

compress it.  Get floss well up stick and continue until sufficient floss - about 8" x 4"  

inches in size is average - but this will depend on what size you would like to make. 

 

Don't run machine too hot as this will make hot ropey floss, waste your material and burn 

floss. 

Keep bowl clear of thrown floss.  Avoid build-up in bowl and around head collar.  Every 5 - 

6 sticks refill head or floss will burn and smoke.  On humid days it may help to work 

without bubble.  If floss blows around the bowl, dampen side of bowl.  It will then cling to 

bowl. 

When finished for the day switch off machine, remove plug, lift off bowl and bubble and 

wash with warm water.  PLEASE DO NOT WASH HEAD UNIT.  Wipe over cabinet with damp 

cloth only. 

If in difficulty or machine fails to operate phone us for service.  Do not attempt any 

repairs. 

IMPORTANT 

 

The hirer is responsible for, burnt-out motors and any damage or loss of the machine. 

Do not attempt to operate machine from portable generators 

 

THE MACHINE IS NOT INSURED AND IS THE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF  THE 

PERSONS HIRING IT FOR SAFE RETURN. LOSS OR DAMAGE IS YOUR 

RESPONSIBILITY.  

 

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE SENT OUT WITH YOUR HIRE - PLEASE ENSURE ALL 

NON-CONSUMABLE ITEMS ARE RETURNED: 

 


